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Abstract. Filtering a signal with a finite impulse response (FIR) filter
introduces dependencies between the errors in the filtered image due to
overlapping filter masks. If the filtering only serves as a first step in
a more complex estimation problem (e.g. orientation estimation), then
these correlations can turn out to impair estimation quality.
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we show that orientation estima-
tion (with estimation of optical flow being an important special case for
space-time volumes) is a Total Least Squares (TLS) problem: Tp ≈ 0
with sought parameter vector p and given TLS data matrix T whose
statistical properties can be described with a covariance tensor. In the
second part, we will show how to improve TLS estimates given this sta-
tistical information.
1 Introduction
1.1 Gradient-based orientation estimation
The detection of edges (grey value discontinuities) is an important problem in
image processing, especially if we consider N+1 dimensional space-time volumes
that are spanned by N space dimensions and one dimension representing time.
Orientations in these volumes can be interpreted as motion equation.
Edges are determined by grey value discontinuity in all orthogonal direc-
tions. Therefore, one can find orientations in N -dimensional data by computing
gradients in a certain image window. Ideally, there is no discontinuity along the
edge and all gradients are orthogonal to the sought direction. If the gradients are
written as row vectors of a matrix T, then the orientation estimation problem
can be written as TLS problem Tp ≈ 0.
For computing the derivative along some coordinate axis, one needs a 1D-
derivative filter, e.g. D3 =
[
1 0 -1
]
. The subscript 3 denotes a 3-element filter
(following the notation of Ja¨hne, e.g. in [1]). A well known problem for differential
filters is that the transfer function is high for large frequencies [2,1]. In other
words: they are extremely sensitive to noise. But there is an easy solution: we
only have to differentiate in one direction; there are N −1 dimensions left which
can be used for averaging, thus reducing the influence of noise on the estimate.
This general concept is known as regularized edge detection [2].
For computational efficiency, we should take care to construct separable fil-
ters only. Consequently, we only need one 1D averaging filter that is applied
to all remaining dimensions in sequence, e.g. Abox3 =
[
1 1 1
]
(3-element box
filter) or Abin3 =
[
1 2 1
]
(3-element binomial filter).3 For instance, the Sobel
operator combines binomial averaging and first derivative.
1.2 TLS error modelling
Let S denote some image window which will be analyzed to estimate the orienta-
tion at its center pixel. By vectorizing (i.e. stacking columns on top of each other),
we can construct a vector s ∈ RNs representing the input signal. Analogously,
we represent the filter output as image Z or, in vectorized form, as z ∈ RNz . We
assume Nz < Ns to avoid border effects (i.e. cut off border in filtered image).
The purpose of vectorization is reformulating filtering of an image (or general
N -D signal) with filter operator F (i.e. Z = FS) as matrix multiplication
z = Fs (1)
with matrix F ∈ RNz×Ns . Now let zk = Fks be the output vector produced
with some filter matrix Fk; in general, we have k = 1, . . . , N (with N = 2 for
orientation estimation in image). The constraint that gradients are orthogonal
to the sought orientation then leads to | |z1 · · · zN
| |

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
p = Tp = 0 . (2)
Problems of this type are known as TLS problems and commonly solved by
taking the singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular vector of T
(which is identical to the eigenvector of TTT [“structure tensor”] corresponding
to its smallest eigenvalue). We will denote this approach as plain TLS or PTLS.
The sought orientation p (a unit vector) is orthogonal to all gradients – at
least if there are no errors in the gradients. But errors in the input data will
inevitably lead to errors in the filtered images and hence in the TLS data matrix
T as well. PTLS is statistically optimal if and only if all errors in the random
matrix T are independent and identically distributed (iid) [3] – which is clearly
not the case here as overlapping filters will produce highly correlated errors.
In order to improve orientation estimation, we should therefore describe the
errors in the TLS data matrix in terms of their statistical moments. We start
by decomposing T into its true but unknown part T¯ (for which T¯p = 0 holds
3 The mean grey value does not change if and only if the sum of the coefficients in an
averaging filter is normalized to one. Therefore, the 3-element filters defined above
are commonly defined with an additional factor 1
3
resp. 1
4
. But for orientation esti-
mation, this scaling is irrelevant (we estimate a homogeneous vector), and therefore,
we omit normalization factors and use integers here.
exactly) and the error part T˘ which can be assumed as zero-mean random matrix
without loss of generality (otherwise, subtract mean from measurement first):
T = T¯+ T˘ . (3)
In the same way as a covariance matrix characterizes a random vector, the second
order statistical moments of a random matrix are characterized by a tensor of
tensor rank 4 which is known as covariance tensor.
For two-dimensional orientation estimation, Ng et al gave a solution in [4]
which assumes simple iid errors in the images but handles the resulting (much
more complicated!) noise model for the gradients better than PTLS. However, a
complicated and time-consuming iterative scheme was necessary. We will show
that the model (3) allows to replace PTLS with a better closed-form solution.
1.3 Equilibration and unbiased orientation estimation
PTLS (and the eigensystem analysis it is built on) implicitly approximates T
with a rank-deficient matrix Tˆ (an estimate for the true data matrix) such that
the Frobenius norm ‖T− Tˆ‖F is minimized. Alternatively, we can perform rank
reduction in an reweighted space
‖WL(T− Tˆ)WR‖F → min (4)
with suitably chosen non-singular weight matricesWL andWR; this technique is
known as equilibration [5]. A subset of possible right equilibrations (i.e. choices
for WR) are the data normalization transformation [6] which are known to im-
prove estimation quality in apparently similar TLS problems like fundamental
matrix estimation or ellipse fitting.
But for orientation estimation, the TLS data matrix does not contain prod-
ucts of homogenized measurements (in contrast to the two problems mentioned
above); it is linear in the input data. Therefore, all errors are already within the
same order of magnitude and a data normalization does not help. The key to an
improved orientation estimate is left equilibration and this is related to the fact
that we have to de-correlate the individual gradients, i.e. rows of the TLS data
matrix T. At the same time, this also explains why other general parameter es-
timation schemes (HEIV, Renormalization, FNS, IETLS [7]) are not applicable
for orientation estimation: they all assume uncorrelated measurements.
2 Derivation of the Covariance Tensor
2.1 Setup for the general N-dimensional problem
We will derive the covariance tensor of the TLS data matrix T for regularized
orientation estimation in N -dimensional signals; this means that we apply N
separable filters F1 to FN where Fk stands for differentiating along the k-th
coordinate axis and averaging in all other dimensions. Differential and averaging
filter coefficients are modelled as [d−b . . . db] and [a−b . . . ab], respectively.
The filter width is therefore assumed to be 2b+1. Also notice that the coef-
ficient subscripts are counted form −b to b, i.e. we cannot simple write them in
vector form (where counting always starts with 1). So let us define the following
convention: vectors with an underline (e.g. a) indicate such odd-sized filter coef-
ficient vectors where index 0 always refers to the central value. Additionally, we
define that a vector written with square brackets (e.g. a = [1, 2, 1]) represents
such a special filter vector (here: (a)−1 = 1, (a)0 = 2 and (a)1 = 1).
Let n × · · · × n be the size of the filter output signals; the vectorized filter
output signals then are Nz = nN dimensional. In order to avoid border effects,
we then need input signals of size Ns = mN with m = n + 2b (i.e. b overlap
on each side). For regularized orientation estimation, a differential filter d (e.g.
[1, 0,−1]) and an averaging filter a (e.g. [1, 3, 1]) are given and the complete k-th
filter mask is defined by differentiation with respect to the k-th direction and
averaging in the other N − 1 directions.
Vectorization of input and output images together with separable filters al-
lows to express the filter matrices F1 to FN as Kronecker matrix products (see
[8] for a definition of this special tensor product)
Fk = F
(N)
k ⊗ · · · ⊗ F(1)k with F(j)k = spdiag
[
f (j)k , n,m
]
(5)
where f (j)k is the 1D filter of filter mask k used to filter the j-th dimension. For
regularized orientation estimation, this 1D filter is either the differential filter
(f (j)k = d for j = k) or the averaging filter (f
(j)
k = a for j 6= k). The function
spdiag [·, ·, ·] is given by:
Definition 1. With F = spdiag [v, n,m] we mean a multi-diagonal n×m-matrix
(with |m− n| being an even number) which is defined by
(F)ij = (v)(j−i)+(n−m)/2 (6)
Example: spdiag [[1, 2, 3], 3, 5] is the 3× 5-matrix
1 2 3 0 00 1 2 3 0
0 0 1 2 3
 .
It follows that only two different factors appear in the Kronecker product (5)
in case of regularized orientation estimation: either FA := spdiag [a, n,m] or
FD := spdiag [d, n,m].
2.2 Covariance tensor of TLS error matrix
For the general N -dimensional problem, we define the matrices Cpq (cross-
covariance between p-th and q-th filter output; auto-covariance for p = q),
which can be viewed as slices of the covariance tensor of the TLS data matrix:
(Cpq)ij = Cov [(T)ip, (T)jq]. Using (1), we obtain
Cpq = Cov [zp, zq] = Fp Cov [s] FTq . (7)
Assuming white noise in the original signal (extension is straightforward), we get
Cpq = FpFTq for the cross-covariance matrices. Recalling that the filter matrices
Fp and Fq are Kronecker matrix products (see (5)), we can use the identity
(A⊗B)(C⊗D)T = (ACT )⊗ (BDT ) (8)
and the formula
spdiag [a, p, q] (spdiag [b, p, q])T = spdiag [xcorr [a,b] , p, p] (9)
(for q − p+ 1 ≥ length(a)) to find
Cpq = C(N)pq ⊗ · · · ⊗C(1)pq (10)
with
C(j)pq = spdiag
[
xcorr
[
f (j)p , f
(j)
q
]
, n, n
]
(11)
where xcorr [a,b] defines the (auto-)cross-correlation of the vectors a and b:
Definition 2 (Cross-correlation). Let a and b denote two filter vectors.
Then xcorr [a,b] defines the cross-correlation between a and b. Formally, it is
defined by
(xcorr [a,b])i =
∞∑
ν=−∞
(a)ν(b)i+ν . (12)
With (10), we have now derived a general method for computing the covariance
tensors for filter problems and we will now apply these results to regularized
differential filters. Looking at equation (11), we see that only three possible cross-
covariance matrices for individual directions can appear. We therefore define
A = spdiag [xcorr [a,a] , n, n] (13)
D = spdiag [xcorr [d,d] , n, n] (14)
C = spdiag [xcorr [a,d] , n, n] (15)
and obtain
C(j)pq =
D for p = q = jA for p 6= j and q 6= jC else (i.e. either p = j or q = j, but not both) . (16)
With (10), we see that for identical indices (i.e. p = q) we get D at position
p and A for all other factors in the Kronecker product. For different indices,
we get C at positions p and q and A for the remaining factors. By deriving all
tensor slices Cpq, we succeeded in our task to determine the covariance tensor
for general N -dimensional FIR filters.
Example 1 (3D orientation estimation). We obtain
C11 = D⊗A⊗A C12 = C21 = C⊗C⊗A
C22 = A⊗D⊗A C13 = C31 = C⊗A⊗C
C33 = A⊗A⊗D C23 = C32 = A⊗C⊗C
(left column for the tensor slices with identical second and fourth index and right
column for the other slices).
In the introduction, we asked: given a set of linear finite impulse response filters,
how can one compute the covariance tensor for the TLS model Tp ≈ 0? The
general answer was given in equations (10) and (11). For regularized orientation
estimation, the answer can be simplified further because only three different
matrices can appear in the Kronecker products.
2.3 The NETLS algorithm
In section 1.3, we showed that the equilibration technique uses weight matrices
WL andWR to improve the statistical properties of the TLS data matrix T. The
choice of these weight matrices clearly depends on the covariance tensor of T;
however, the full derivation is a tedious task and we will only summarize the final
formulas as Matlab code. Listing L-1 shows how to computes an equilibrated
TLS estimate from a given rank-4 covariance tensor of T.
The mathematical core of this algorithm is the computation of two matrices
ZL and ZR as sums over all tensor slices with identical row resp. column indices
(however, we realized this summation using a special tensor decomposition for
increased computational efficiency). The sought equilibration matrices WL and
WR are then found as inverted Cholesky factors of these sums. These equili-
bration matrices effectively de-correlate the entries of the TLS data matrix and
thus lead to improved estimates.
Due to space limitations, we have to omit the whole theoretical background
here. We will sketch the basic idea, hoping that the NETLS procedure appears
at least plausible to the reader then: for computing covariance information, one
has to consider matrix-valued weights twice (from left and right) and therefore
chosing the weights as inverted matrix roots of the row vector resp. column vec-
tor covariance matrices is the appropriate method to decorrelate the individual
errors in the matrix elements (because the covariance matrices become the iden-
tity matrix after reweighting). Mathematical details and the derivation of the
NETLS algorithm can be found in [9].
3 Experiments
Orientation estimation is an estimation problem where extremely high noise
levels appear frequently; additionally, we can have the aperture problem if the
local signal is rank-deficient. For instance, a moving 2D edge defines a planar
subspace in the space-time volume, not a linear subspace (which is only defined
by image points). These two problems make all iterative estimation schemes
relying on previous estimates risky for bad signal-to-noise ratios.
In [9], we tested various non-iterative and iterative approaches for orientation
estimation and used the mean squared axial error (MSAE)
MSAE =
4
m
(
1−
m∑
i=1
(aTi a¯)
2
(aTi ai) (a¯T a¯)
)
. (17)
 
1 function p = EstimateNETLSCorr(T,C)
2 % compute NETLS solution for correlated data
3 % INPUT: T MxN TLS data matrix
4 % INPUT: C MxNxMxN covariance tensor: C(i,p,j,k) = Cov[(T) {ip},(T) {jq}]
5
6 [M,N,d3,d4] = size(C);
7
8 % make single−symmetric, re−arrange weight tensor and decompose it
9 C = (C + permute(C,[1 4 3 2])) / 2;
10 CRight = permute(C,[1 3 2 4]);
11 MMat = reshape(CRight,[M∗M,N∗N]);
12 [U,S,V] = svd(MMat,0);
13 alpha = diag(S);
14 num = N∗(N+1)/2;
15
16 % compute equilibration weights
17 ZL = zeros(M,M);
18 ZR = zeros(N,N);
19 for k = 1:num
20 XTemp = reshape(U(:,k),[M,M]);
21 YTemp = reshape(V(:,k),[N,N]);
22 ZL = ZL + alpha(k) ∗ XTemp ∗ trace(YTemp);
23 end
24 WL = inv(chol(ZL))’;
25 for k = 1:num
26 XTemp = WL∗reshape(U(:,k),[M,M])∗WL’;
27 YTemp = reshape(V(:,k),[N,N]);
28 ZR = ZR + alpha(k) ∗ YTemp ∗ trace(XTemp);
29 end
30 WR = inv(chol(ZR))’;
31
32 % estimate
33 TTrans = WL∗A∗WR’;
34 [U,S,V] = svd(TTrans);
35 p = WR’∗V(:,N);
36 p = p/norm(p); 
Listing L-1. NETLS algorithm for correlated data.
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Fig. 1. Orientation estimation with NETLS for different noise levels; left image: low
noise level; right image: higher noise levels. The full bar indicates PTLS mean squared
axial error (MSAE) while the dark part is the MSAE for NETLS.
between a set of estimates ai and the true solution a¯ as quality criterion. As a
result, we propose to use the NETLS algorithm presented in subsection 2.3.
Fig. 1 shows experimental results for regularized edge detection in two dimen-
sions with averaging filter [.2, .6, .2]. The MSAE for 10,000 simulations is plotted
for different noise levels (left graphics for lower noise levels, right graphics for
higher noise levels). The MSAE is bounded (for pure noise, no estimation scheme
can estimate anything useful); the maximum value is reached if the distribution
of estimates has no mean axis anymore (both eigenvalues of the expected scatter
matrix become equal, e.g. for the uniform distribution). For low and medium
noise levels, NETLS is roughly 15% better than PTLS; the difference is reduced
for higher noise. This is a considerable improvement, especially if we consider
that NETLS computes a non-iterative closed-form solution.
The example presented here is a rather simple one: 3-element filters in two
dimensions. But we stress that we provided the whole theory for statistically
optimized orientation estimation from arbitrary sets of filters and in general N -
dimensional space (even the orientation estimation problem is not limited to
first order derivatives, see e.g. [10]). Standard eigensystem analysis suffers from
the fact that overlapping filters produce correlated data. With the methods
presented in this paper, we finally have some tool to overcome this deficiency.
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